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Literary Associations 

Hindi Literary Circle 

 
Teacher In-charge: Mr. Rahul Singh 

Student Secretary: Ms. Chinmayi Rajput 

Hindi Literary Circle is a gathering that attempts to spread information about the 
Hindi language through different occasions and exercises. It praises the variety of 
the Hindi language. Its motive is to promote the Hindi language and its rich heritage, 
and culture and to promote Hindi authors. The forum has been actively giving a 
platform to students to gain and portray their knowledge about the language through 
various events held in the academic year. 

Poetry Writing Competition: 

The first event of the forum for the annual academic year 2021-22 was a poetry 
competition organised by the forum committee at an intra-collegiate level for all the 
poetry enthusiasts in the college. The Participants were given a week to come up 
with an original poem written by them starting from 3rd September to 8th 
September. 

Following were the Topics for the Poetry Writing Competition: 

● सफरनामा 
● क मत और मेहनत 
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● ि◌जदगीं  क यह र त है 
Winners of the competition are as follows: 

● 1st Rank Dhananjay Thakur 

● 2nd Rank Pawan Rathod ● 3rd Rank Varnit Raghav. 

Hindi Diwas Celebration 

‘Hindi Diwas’, is recognized and celebrated on 14th September nationwide. This 
year the forum celebrated Hindi Diwas on the 30th of September 2021 on a virtual 
platform. 

The event commenced with the blessings of Lord Ganesha, followed by the 
inauguration speech of the Vice-Principal Ms. Kavita Jajoo. The theme for Hindi 
Diwas was a tribute to the Late Shri Ramdhari Singh Dinkar, one of the famous 
Hindi poets. This year the forum decided to offer recognition and appreciation to the 
upcoming poetry enthusiast who participated in the first event. The poems were 
presented in the form of videos recorded by the students while reciting the poem. 

The event was later concluded by a speech and vote of thanks presented by the 
Teacher in Charge of the forum Mr. Rahul Singh. 

Flagship Event - Geet Bahar 

Geet Bahar is the flagship event of the Hindi Literary Circle. The last event of the 
forum Geet Bahar will be conducted on 20th April 2022 in an offline mode in the 
college keeping in mind all the covid precautions and guidelines by the college 
authorities. The theme for this year is a tribute to Late Lata Mangeshkar. The singers 
and instrument players will be presenting their talent as well as pay a tribute to Late 
Lata Mangeshkar. The event is cherished by many students in the college as it helps 
one connect with the beats of music. 

 


